
Product Specifications:

Material:  Silicone+ABS

Battery:  801630/ 380mAh

Voltage:  3.3-4.2V

Number of Vibrations:  10 

with 3 levels of intensity

User time:  80 minutes

Sound Level:  54db
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CHARGING INSTRUCTIONS
This vibrator arrives with a high partial charge of 80%, so it is recommended to 
use up this energy fully before charging completely.
To charge, connect the USB plug into the USB port of your computer or other 
output and the DC charger into the port at the back of the toyʼs base.
Initial and subsequent charges will take about 1 hour to complete.
The indicator light will flash while device is charging and turn off when toy is fully 
charged.  There is no danger of battery damage by overcharging but itʼs 
recommended not to overcharge for long periods of time.
Charge lasts for about 80 minutes of play time.
This toy operates at a sound level of less than 54db with a rechargeable 380mAh 
lithium battery at 3.3 – 4.2V.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
This toy has a convenient 3-button control at its base. 

To turn toy on, press the Power Button (middle button) for at 
least 3 seconds. The lights will turn on and toy will begin 
vibrating and pulsing at its first lowest frequency.

Once the toy is on, 
press the Power 
Button again, a single 
time for each new 
speed or function for 
a total of 10.
To increase the 
intensity of any 
function, press the 
Plus Button (top 
button) up to 3 times 
for a maximum of 3 
different intensities.  

To decrease the intensity of any function, 
press the Minus Button (bottom button) 
up to 3 times to a maximum of 3 
different intensities. 
To turn toy off, press Power Button 
for at least 3 seconds. 


